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LS telcom AG is the world's leading provider of technologies and consulting services for the efficient use of the radio spectrum 

in all radio services. In an increasingly digital networked world, we ensure that all spectrum users benefit maximally from radio 

services. We optimize spectrum management and use in all markets and market segments and enable new business models 

in vertical markets based on the Internet of Things (IoT).  

The position can be filled at the Lichtenau site or at the Dresden site. 

 

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version) Software System Engineer – Projects (m/f/d) 

 
Main tasks 

▪ Shape the customer solution for spectrum management system projects (detailed definition, realization and 

implementation) 

▪ Provide guidance for our primarily international customers to optimize their business processes in terms of 

standardization and adaptation to standard LS solutions 

▪ Create and own a prioritized requirements list  

▪ Define, structure and continuously prioritize the necessary work packages for the development, configuration and test 

runs of the customer solution 

▪ Coordinate the release schedule (on project, increment and sprint level) 

Qualification Profile 

▪ Very good analytical skills (e.g. convincing stakeholders by creating descriptive models and diagrams) and willingness 

to act on self-responsibility  

▪ Successfully completed vocational training / studies / dual studies in the field of engineering (ideally of radio 

communications) 

▪ Relevant professional experience in technical specification in the area of software development is desirable  

▪ Experience in IT systems and Cloud Hosting and having worked with Scrum teams is a plus  

▪ Very good English skills (further languages would be an advantage) and willingness to travel worldwide 

What we offer you 

▪ Diversified, demanding and interesting field of activity 

▪ Flexible working hours for the compatibility of work and private life 

▪ Collegial and highly professional team in a modern, very international working environment 

▪ Career opportunities in Germany as well as worldwide 

We are looking forward to your application! 

Please send your complete application documents (curriculum vitae and certificates), including your possible entry date and 

your salary expectations, by e-mail to Career@LStelcom.com. For a first confidential contact please contact Jana Velten at 

07227 9535 704. 


